These conditions characterize a special case of "slowly oscillating" series, and it is natural to generalize our results in this direction. In what follows the knowledge of our previous papers is not presupposed, except for the proof of Lemma 5 below.
2. We start with some preliminary notions. A series of real terms ^qC, or the corresponding sequence of its partial sums {s,}, is called slowly oscillating from below if to any positive e there corresponds an integer N = N(e) and a positive number 5 = 5(e) such that Sn+k -sn> -e, n> N, 0 < k < ô(n + 1).
It is readily seen that this condition is equivalent to lim lim inf min (sn+k -sn) ^0.
We denote by (^1) the class of such series, or sequences. A series is called slowly oscillating from below in the generalized sense if there exist two positive numbers q and 5 such that Sn+k -sn> -q; n = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ; 0 < A < 5(« + 1), which is equivalent to lim inf min (sn+k -sn) > -°° .
B-.» 0<*<«(»+l)
The class of such series will be denoted by (A). It is obvious that (^4) c (Z). [May These notions are important for converse theorems of the theory of summability.* Let iA') be the class of series satisfying the condition lim inf »", ncn> -<». Then we have (A') c (A) c (A). If {ôy} is any bounded sequence of nonnegative numbers and Eo"c»c C^O then also Eo°cAc 04'). This property was used in our papers [5, 6] . An analogous but larger class of series is obtained if we observe that, in order that the series Eo"^ c (^4) for an arbitrary bounded and non-negative sequence {ô"}, it is necessary and sufficient that it belong to (.4) in the special case Similarly we say that Eo"^ c (B) if Eo"è(c»-I c*\ ) c (A). The class (5) is identical to the class of series Eo™^ such that E<TCA c (.4) for an arbitrary bounded and non-negative sequence {d"}, whenever Eo°c" c (A). It is plain that (^')c(5)c(5)c(J). 3 . In the present paper we propose to prove the following theorems. (ii) E<M-" = 0(1), 0^r<l.
»-1
Then also
Conversely, the assumption (ii') implies (ii). If, in addition to (i) and (ii) we assume that for a fixed 9 = do In proving these theorems we are using methods analogous to those of our papers [5, 6] . Similar theorems hold with respect to the uniform boundedness or uniform convergence in a given interval a^d^ß.
In the hypotheses of our theorems the sums Ei™^»-|fl*|), E"K^-IM) may be replaced by the sums Ei°2( -a"~ \av\), EfKb,-\by\) respectively. Analogous theorems may also be stated for double Fourier series, as well as for almost periodic functions or for Fourier integrals.
The treatment of the cosine series is conspicuously simpler than that of the sine series, the reason being that to the value 0 = 0 in the first case there and assume that there exist two numbers, p>0 and p>0, such that
Then where only a finite number of terms are different from zero. In view of the obvious inequality »"-n,+\ < 1 -\-p(\ +«,+i) we have°° •
The coefficients of the power series of the left-hand member are positive, by (3) . Consequently, for
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On the other hand, again by ( 
«+ 1 p
On the other hand we have*
whence, for p(n+l) ^A<l+ju(»+l), i" < Mi + 2Mi/p + p.
Lemma 2 follows at once by combining these two inequalities for sn. We now pass on to the proof of Theorem 1. Under the hypotheses (i) and The converse is proved by the same argument as before.
To prove the last statement of the theorem we observe that (2Â)-1 1 {0(0o + t) + fado -t))dt = 23 «» cos j>0o(sin vh)/(vh). From (5) and (6) To estimate Z2 subdivide the range 0<vh^\nh<ir/e into subintervals in each of which (sin vh)/ivh) is monotone (as function of v), the number of these subintervals being not greater than l + [l/e]. An easy application of the partial summation formula together with (7) will show that \Z2\< (2/«)2e2 = 4«.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 it remains to allow e->0.
III. The sine series give.s is obtained by precisely the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.
